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&I love my local scrapbook stores (lss), and I feel fortunate to have the choice of several in my general

area.  Each store has its own personality and flavour and each one seems to have something slightly

different to offer.  Over the past year, I have spent considerable time visiting these stores, as well as

browsing in online retail sites and communities.  I have truly enjoyed my lengthy discussions with the

owners, staff and customers.  From these discussions, I have learned what goes on behind the scenes

to ensure just the “right” mix of product, how to schedule the most desirable classes, and how to provide the best possible

customer service.  I have also learned that it takes the sale of not only paper and embellishments to cover their costs, but the

sale of “big ticket” items (trimmers, die cut machines, adhesives, albums) as well.  I know that these larger, pricier items can

usually be found on sale in a large format store, however, I have learned that the sale of these large items are necessary for

the survival of your local scrapbook store.  Paper is just not enough.

The more time that I spend in these stores, the more I realize the integral role that the lss plays in the scrapbook industry.

Consumers are most certainly guaranteed to receive the most up-to-date, well-informed, and helpful answers to their many

pertinent questions.   They can also rest assured that the techniques and skills taught during in-store classes and workshops

are both current and hands-on.  There is no doubt about it; the product knowledge, great customer service, and inspiring

ideas available in a local scrapbook store just can’t be beat!  

As Scrapbook & Cards Today excitedly launches into its second year, I take this opportunity to once again thank you for all your

wonderful emails, inspiring thoughts and for sharing your amazing artwork with us.  Enjoy our spring issue and please feel free

to drop me a line anytime at catherine@scrapbookandcards.com.  I love to hear from you. 

founder letter

happy birthday to us!
See how we’ve grown... 
View all of our previous issues online at www.scrapbookandcards.com

scrapbook & cards today | 05
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&have made a decision (no small accomplishment on my part, let me tell you).  Yes, I have decided that

2007 will be the year that I try new things related to scrapbooking.  Looking at all of your beautiful sub-

missions over the past few weeks has inspired me to “let go” of some of my fears; particularly those

involving doodling, free-style journaling and “simple” scrapbooking (just to name a few)!  While I have

long admired your courage and versatility in attempting new techniques, I have remained an interest-

ed bystander.  

I don’t know how you do it!  Not a day goes by without an audible “wow” about one or more submissions in my inbox.  Your

ever-inspiring, ever-evolving creativity has finally enabled me to “wake up and smell the coffee” (although, that’s not really

hard in our house!)  The timing could not be better for my new endeavour, as this issue is packed full of helpful ways to boost

my confidence.  I am planning on updating my journaling techniques with a little help from Audrey Neal’s article entitled,

“Your Words, Your Way” (p. 34 -36) and I will look no further than our brand new feature, “Style Profile” (p. 11) to spot all of the

latest and greatest trends in scrapbooking.  As well, I will most certainly conquer my fear of drawing on my layouts with

Maelynn Cheung’s, “Fun with Doodling” (p. 17 - 20).  

So, you can see that I have a busy few months ahead of me.  I know that you, too, are sure to find a multitude of ideas, tech-

niques and sources of inspiration in the spring issue of Scrapbook & Cards Today.  Happy reading and, oh, wish me luck! 

editor’s letter

scrapbook & cards today | 07

Scrapbook & Cards Today is thrilled to partner with Karen Foster Designs to offer you a chance
to win one of two brand new Scraparatus tools!

• what 3 things have recently caught your eye? 

• what 3 products are not matters of “want,” but matters of “NEED?” 

• what 3 latest and greatest items have you been secretly yearning for?

That’s right! – tell us 3 of your new favourite scrapbooking products (tools, paper, embellishments, etc…) as well as your
reasons why, and you will automatically be entered to win one of two Scraparatus tools from Karen Foster Designs.    

Please submit your entry via email to editor@scrapbookandcards.com, making sure to include your name, address, and
telephone number.  The two winners will be randomly drawn and selected on May 15th, 2007.  Their names will also be
published in our summer ’07 issue.

Please hurry! – this contest closes April 30th, 2007. 

For complete contest details, please visit our website: www.scrapbookandcards.com/magazine.  
For additional Karen Foster Designs product details, please visit www.karenfosterdesign.com.

“YOUR TOP 3 LATEST AND GREATEST”

giveaway

I
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kitsa scaffidi &
rosy kakaletris

audrey neal

comments      letters
To our readers, 

The following letter from Terri Bradshaw spoke to us on so many levels.  We were so thrilled to hear that

our publication continues to both aesthetically please and inspire those who are most important to us –

our readers!  We also loved to hear that we are meeting our goals by bringing you relevant and up to date

information, ideas and techniques.  As always, we appreciate and value feedback – whether positive or

constructive!  So please keep the comments coming!  

Sincerely, 

Everyone at Scrapbook & Cards Today

Dear editor and staff,

I just wanted to take a few minutes and tell you how happy I am to have found your wonderful magazine.

Recently, my LSS closed and my Thursday's changed drastically.  My two friends and I were so accustomed

to meeting Thursday mornings at the store for some crop and talk; we were devastated to hear that it was

no longer going to happen.  We decided that what we were doing was way too much fun and too impor-

tant to us.  We needed the camaraderie it provided and decided that we would just have to continue

meeting.  We now meet at my house once a week and our discovery of your magazine has taken the place

of any teaching we used to receive.

Your magazine is so clear and concise, as well as beautiful; we complete several layouts each issue using

your articles and pictures as guidelines.  The best part is that your magazine gives us the confidence to

step outside of our comfort zone and try something new.  We have learned different techniques, as well

as what's new in scrapbooking products.   When a new issue comes out, I must read it cover to cover the

day I get it. 

Additionally, the fact that this is truly a Canadian product makes us very proud and eager to support your

sponsors.

Keep up the great work!

Cheers,

Terri Bradshaw

contributing writers

08 | www.scrapbookandcards.com

| noteworthy&

Audrey Neal spent over ten years as a writing tutor and teacher
for middle school, high school, and college students. She has
written articles for a number of publications within the indus-
try.  Audrey loves to experiment with different techniques and
frequently refers to lessons she taught in her classroom in
order to freshen up her own journaling.

Audrey Neal
your words, your way

Maelynn Cheung lives in Hoover, AL.  She is a single mother and works
full-time in the magazine industry.  She also teaches scrapbooking
classes and has a book on doodling being published in 2007. Check
out her blog at thescrappyone.blogspot.com or feel free to email her
at maelynnc@gmail.com.

Maelynn Cheung
fun with doodling

Krista Schneider is the proprietor, artist and designer for a rubber
stamp company called Sunshine Designs.  She has been working
in the rubber stamping industry for eight years and teaches
watercolour classes at stores across Canada. You can see Krista’s
designs at www.sunshinedesigns.ca. 

Krista Schneider
the wonder of watercolours

Allison Belme is a social worker turned stay-at-home mom.  She
has been scrapbooking for about 3 years and loves many
aspects of the paper craft industry. Allison lives in Stouffville, ON
and she and her husband, Frank, are the parents of two boys;
Adam is 7 and Ryan is 4.  

Allison Belme
planning a baby shower

Rosy Kakaletris and Kitsa Scaffidi are identical twins who share
a unique style in scrapbooking.  Kitsa lives in Markham, ON
with her husband and her two children.  Rosy lives in
Richmond Hill, ON with her husband and two boys.  In their
spare time, they love to scrapbook, run, take photos and spend
time together with their families.  

Kitsa Scaffidi & Rosy Kakaletris
a tale of two sisters

Crop Around the Clock
April 13 – 15
Ramada Inn, London, ON
www.croparoundtheclockretreat.com

Scrapbook Expo
May 5, Paris, ON
May 25 – 26, Ottawa, ON
www.canadianscrapbookexpo.ca

Croptopia 2007
May 25 – 27
Camp Iawah, Godrey, ON
www.croptopia.ca

Canada’s Scrapbooking
Crop for Kids
October 12 – 14
www.csc4k.com

what’s happening

Please send us your letters, comments and suggestions about Scrapbook & Cards Today to:  

editor@scrapbookandcards.com.

We are always excited to receive your cards, altered projects and scrapbook layouts, so please continue

to submit your ideas and designs to us at: ideas@scrapbooksandcards.com.

we’d love to hear from you!

Lights, Camera, Scrapbook
April 27 – 29
Festival Inn, Stratford, ON
www.goscrapping.ca

maelynn cheung

krista schneider

allison belme

p. 17 - 20

p. 23 - 25

p. 37 - 39

p. 50 - 52

p. 34 - 36
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What a great idea! For this unique layout, Lisa used 48 of her favourite photos from 2006;

what an amazing way to capture the essence of the past year and to record, on one page, the thoughts,

events and emotions of an entire 365 days!  We love the way the buttons serve to both unify the colours

and to create a “frame” around the layout.  

something special
spring 2007

Interested in creating a layout like this?  Please visit our website at www.scrapbookandcards.com for complete instructions!

scrapbook & cards today | 09

2006
by Lisa Moorefield, Graham, NC
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • embellishments, American Crafts, Autumn Leaves, KI Memories
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Have a question, or need help? 

Ask our expert designers and editorial
staff, they can help!

a

 
tales

Everyone’s talking about Piggy Tales...

www.piggytales.com

...Is your local scrapbook store listening?

q. What do I do with my ever-expanding collection of acrylic paints?  I LOVE the way the bottles look all
lined up on my shelf, but when it comes to using them on my pages, I am at a total loss!  Please help,
Scrapbook & Cards Today! 

a. You are in luck!  Acrylic paint is making a comeback and its uses on scrapbook pages, altered projects and even

cards have never been more original or plentiful.  Try any or all of these great techniques to use up some of your

stash (after all, once it’s gone, you have an excuse to buy more!):

• paint the edges of acrylic letters, flowers, or other shapes to add both dimension and texture to your  

page embellishments

• customize the colour of your brads or buttons with a coat of acrylic paint (or even the colour of your 

alphabet stickers or chipboard accents)

• use paint to create interesting masked or resist images 

• use paint the same way you would use ink around the edges of paper, titles and even photos (tip: a 

foam brush works best in this case)

• use acrylic paint and a small artist’s paintbrush to doodle flowers, flourishes, or even “faux” stitching on 

your page or card (tip: draw the outline with pencil first)

• create a mat for your photos, or even a journaling block with a textured “square” of paint 

• paint a design, or fill-in a stamped image, on a transparency or other acrylic overlay; then layer this 

over your page and, voila, instant dimension

• use acrylic paint on foam stamps to create titles and backgrounds on your layouts (tip: a heavy 

weight cardstock is recommended for this)

• try using acrylic paint on any altered wood project

• try painting on metal embellishments and then scratching off excess paint to create a distressed look

&q
question&answers

| creative solution&
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profile
style

Fly Girl
by Angela Urbano, Toronto, ON
supplies: patterned paper, Autumn Leaves, American Crafts, KI Memories • stamps,
Rubber Soul, Autumn Leaves • ink, Tsukineko • embellishments, Maya Road, Hambly
Screen Prints, QuicKutz  

Frankie
by Rozanne Dioso-Lopez, Toronto, ON
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, American Crafts, KI Memories • stamp,
Fontwerks • ink, Tsukineko • embellishments, American Crafts, 7Gypsies

altered containers
by Christine Hill, Stouffville, ON
supplies: containers, Queen & Co., American Crafts • cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper,
American Crafts • embellishments, Prima, American Crafts, Stampin’Up!, Creative Bag

reduce reuse recycle

Green is the new black.  It’s time for some

spring cleaning; take out some of your old

product’s packaging and re-invent its pur-

pose.  Look past its function and have fun

with its form!

organically grown

Bringing nature indoors is another emerging

trend.  Florals and foliage are not only making

an appearance on the latest wallpaper and

interior fabrics, but on lots of patterned

papers and embellishments that are used in

scrapbooking.

fly little bird

Spring is definitely for the birds.  Fashion-

inspired bird motifs are popping up on all

things related to scrapbooking – rubber

stamps, rub-ons, papers, and more!  Our

feathered friends range from the “cutesy” to

some more classical silhouettes.

by Angela Urbano
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e asked our brand new design team some questions about themselves, their scrapping habits, their favourite things, what
inspires them, and even their quirks!  Here is what they had to say:

holly pittroff

SCT: What tools could you not scrapbook without?

R: A 12” metal ruler, cutting mat, exacto knife, double-

sided tape and a non-fat, tall, half-caff latte.

SCT: How long have you been scrapbooking?    

R: A year and a half.

SCT: Do you prefer to scrapbook alone, or with others?

R: I scrapbook whenever and with whomever.  With 3

children and another on the way, I have learned to work

among the chaos.  

SCT: Can you share one of your design secrets with us?

R: Get inspired by the mundane – a starbucks gift card, a

floral arrangement, even food packaging.

SCT: Where do you find inspiration for your layouts?

R: Lots of places and people, but mostly Calvin Klein,

Wallpaper* magazine, and Martha Stewart.

SCT: Do you have an organizational tip to share?

R: I learned the hard way that brads, etc. are best stored

in containers with lids that snap shut! 

&
W

SCT: Where do you find inspiration for your layouts?  

H: I find inspiration everywhere:  on billboards, in maga-

zines and even in online galleries.

SCT: How and when did you begin scrapbooking?

H: I began scrapbooking about 4.5 years ago.  I attended

a home party and was instantly “hooked.”  

SCT: What is your current favourite colour combination?

H: Right now I am working with lots of blues and greens.

SCT: Can you share one of your design secrets with us? 

H: Don’t be afraid of “white space” on a layout.  Most of the

time, leaving open space(s) helps to accentuate your design. 

SCT: What tools could you not live without?

H: My exacto knife, my trimmer, and, oh yes, my shish

kebab skewers (I use them to make holes for eyelets)!  

SCT: Do you prefer to scrapbook alone, or with others?

H: If I need to get something accomplished, then alone,

for sure.  When I am with others, all I do is chat! 

Holly Pittroff

dioso-lopezRozanne Dioso-Lopez

scrapbook  
cards today 2007 

design team
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SCT: How long have you been scrapbooking?  

K: I started in 1999 and haven’t looked back since.  

SCT: What is your main source of inspiration?

K: My children for sure!

SCT: What tools are “essential” for you when you scrap?

K: My trimmer, paper piercer, scissors and some good

old 80’s music!

SCT: How would you describe your style?

K: I would have to say clean, yet sometimes whimsical.

SCT: Tell us your current favourite colour combination.

K: Robin’s egg blue with chocolate brown.  

SCT: Tell us something interesting about yourself or your

family.

K: My twin brother and I both married a “Hughes!”

SCT: Tell us how you started scrapbooking.

C: When my husband retired from teaching 4 years ago, I

wanted to make a guest book for the party; the rest, I’m

afraid, is history!

SCT: What tool could you not live without?

C: My dymo labeler.  I label everything from my alpha-

bets to my stamps and I even keep an extra labeler in my

car just in case!  

SCT: How would you describe your style?  

C: My style is very clean and orderly, just like my person-

ality (I am a chartered accountant in my “other” life)!  

SCT: Who, or what, inspires you?

C: I am inspired by my photos; they set the mood for the

paper and embellishments that I choose.  But, seeing as

most of my photos are of my two children, I would have

to say that they are my main source of inspiration!

SCT: What is your favourite embellishment?

C: Ribbon, ribbon, and more ribbon!

SCT: What do you admire most about your fellow

scrapbookers?  

C: I admire individuals who can interpret the trends in

the industry, yet maintain their own unique “trademark”

style at the same time.

SCT: How long have you been scrapbooking?  

M: 6 years (ever since the birth of my son).  I was amazed

at how fast time was flying after he was born, and I wanted

to record my thoughts and pictures for both him and me.  

SCT: Do you have a tip for organizing your scrap space?

M: I am waiting for some tips from the others on this

one!  Organization is NOT my strength, but I do think it is

important to purge your stash every now and then.  

SCT: How many projects do you have on the go at any
given time?

M: Probably about 2 or 3, but I work well under pressure

and find I get more done when I have a deadline.  

SCT: What embellishment can you never get enough of?

M: Chipboard!  Raw or finished, I LOVE chipboard!

SCT: What would your friends say about you if they were

asked what makes you “you?”  

M: They would say that I love to sing and that I am

bound to burst into song any time the conversation

heads in the direction of music or song lyrics.  

SCT: What are your goals for 2007?

M: Just to stay happy and healthy.  I love where I am

right now – I have enough to keep me busy and to keep

on loving this craft!

kim hughesKim Hughes

michelle engelMichelle Engel

christine hillChristine Hill
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101patterned
paper

hether you’re a paper junkie or are new to the craft, using patterned paper

on a layout can be both exciting and challenging.  We are all drawn to different

styles, colours, and product lines, but in the end, the goal is the same: We all want

to create a balanced and eye-pleasing layout.

With nearly all of the scrapbooking manufacturers now rolling out coordinating

papers and embellishments, why is it that we still get anxious over choosing pat-

terned papers?  I think it stems from the fact that, at the end of the day, we want

our pages to reflect “us” – we want them to be both original and unique.   Although

not necessary, this originality seems to be most easily achieved when we combine

patterns across several different lines of paper.

1) Choose a colour palette that complements

your photos, the mood, and the story that you

want to tell.  For example, I chose the pinks and

greens to express a youthful exuberance and an

overall sweet, candy-like feeling.

2) Gather patterned papers that have dense pat-

terns (i.e. if you cut a portion of the paper, you

should still see most of the pattern).  I used my

rectangle punch to punch out a sampling of

squares from the palette and arranged them on

the white cardstock.  Note: You may need to

remove any pattern that holds too much visual

weight (i.e. any colour/pattern that takes away

from the content of your photos).

3) When using several patterns, cutting them

into a repeating shape allows for an element of

consistency.  A neutral background against an

array of patterns also gives the eye some breath-

ing space.  This technique enables you to use

both modern and bold patterns alongside more

traditional patterns.

rozanne’s 101 tips

florals… mod graphics… polka dots…
Are we talking about the latest fashion, or the most recent trends for interiors?
No – we are talking about patterned paper.

W

Become
by Rozanne Dioso-Lopez, Toronto, ON
supplies: patterned paper, KI Memories, K & Co., Autumn Leaves, Paper Salon • ink, Tsukineko • stamps, Savvy • embellishments, Hambly, American Crafts, KI Memories, BasicGrey, Making Memories

by Rozanne Dioso-Lopez
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This layout uses the same colour palette as “Become,” but you can really notice a difference in both the

mood and the feeling of the layout (i.e. it is more neutral and “quiet”).   No cardstock was used in this

layout.  Seven pieces of patterned paper were used, including the background paper.  The common

element that unifies the paper is the “quiet” patterns and the different shades of pink and green.

Because the papers blend well together, they do not compete with the focal point – the photo. 

4) When choosing paper, stand back and look at the colour “story.”  Don’t worry if you’re mixing florals

and stripes – it’s ok!

5) Use patterned paper as an accent.  I pulled the bright pink from my daughter’s shirt in the photo,

and used a strip of patterned paper in the same pink.  I also took a cross-section of a striped paper

and layered it on top of the photo.  I wanted the chocolate brown in the stripes to echo the choco-

late brown in both the stamp and the rub-on accents.

6) If you use a patterned paper as a background (instead of cardstock), pick one with a uniform pat-

tern and that has no major variance in colour. 

some other tips to remember:

7) If you love a bold pattern, use it in small doses to ensure that it does not distract from the focal

point – your photos.  Mix in a blander pattern from the same colour family to unify your composition.

8) Don’t be afraid to add an unexpected neutral patterned paper like ledger paper, graph paper, or a

vintage-inspired paper.  These papers are great for journaling and also add interest to your layout.

Patterned paper is meant to enhance and highlight your photos. It is also a way for you to express

your own personal style and your character.  Look to your patterned paper to complement your lay-

out, not overpower or control it.  Finally, have fun!  There are some truly beautiful patterned papers

out there;  just waiting to take your layouts to the next level.

Melancholy
by Rozanne Dioso-Lopez, Toronto, ON
supplies: patterned paper, Chatterbox, BasicGrey, 7 Gypsies, KI Memories • ink, Tsukineko • stamps, Fontwerks, 7Gypsies • embellishments, Beaux Regards,
Creative Impressions, Making Memories, 7Gypsies, KI Memories

scrapbook & cards today | 15
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patterned papers
for spring

&
fresh

fun

Fancy Pants
“Charming” from the Key Lime Pie line www.fancypants.com

BasicGrey
“Aurora” from the Perhaps line www.basicgrey.com

Crate Paper
“Lilac” from the Samantha line www.cratepaper.com

Tinkering Ink
“Prim Petals” from the Perfectly Posh line www.tinkeringink.com

Piggy Tales
“Great Forest” from the Gretel line www.piggytales.com
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The art of doodling has taken the scapbooking world by storm.  Over the course

of the last year, excitement over this technique has multiplied tenfold.  In fact, doo-

dling has become so popular, that manufacturers have been “duplicating doodles”

in the form of rubber stamps, rub-ons, templates and even digital brushes. Many of

these are just beautiful.  In this article, however, I’ll teach you how to do it yourself;

simultaneously ridding yourself of the fear that accompanies your first attempt

with a pen (permanent, no less!) on one of your layouts. 

I recall the first time I put my pigment pen to a scrapbook layout. While working

on a layout one day, I suddenly had this weird urge to put a little flower on the

page but didn’t want a sticker or a paper flower.  I just wanted it…simpler. So, I did

it; I took the plunge.   My first attempt was not exactly what I had envisioned, but

it was ok nonetheless. A little more practice and I haven’t looked back since.  

Have you ever thought to yourself, “Hmmm…this just needs something?”

You are not quite sure what it is, but you know that something, no matter how

small, is missing.  I realized that for me, doodling fit the bill.  Now, as I get close to

completing a card, layout or other project, I often feel like it could use a doodle to

“make it just right.”

So, grab a pen, sit back, and be prepared to learn different kinds of doodling tech-

niques and designs; what tools are necessary (and what tools aren’t necessary but

are a lot of fun); and even how to easily adjust your handwriting to make it more

“artsy.” The students in the classes that I teach repeatedly tell me that doodling is

way simpler than they thought it could possibly be!

by Maelynn Cheung
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Draw this curved line. Hint: it looks
like an S turned on its side.

Add little round hooks at the end
of the S-curve. These can be circu-
lar or oblong at one end, or both!

Draw a line that intersects, but runs
almost parallel with the original 
S-curve, making sure to leave some
space in between.

Draw another intersecting line with
the end of the curve, once again
leaving space.

Add a little loop somewhere along
the original line, or, add a few dots (or
even leaves).

Build onto this with smaller curves,
thus creating a larger flourish 
(if desired).
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Write your letters as you would
normally. The “tighter” your letters,
the smaller the “ribbons” will be.

Draw a straight line on the inside of
the left edge of each letter and
then again on the right edge (if
you wish, you can draw the line on
the outside of the letters instead;
judge based on how much space
you have between letters)

Fill in the spaces with either colour
or pattern.

This technique works with both printed and cursive handwriting, athough you may want to first practice with printed let-
ters until you get a feel for it.
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the doodler’s 

basic toolkit
Pencil – just a regular #2 pencil is fine, but it must be fully sharpened.

Eraser – a white eraser, instead of pink, will ensure that any pink smudges
don’t get left behind on your paper.

Pigment pen – try either the Sakura Pigma Micron pens in the
.05 and .08 nib width or the Zig Millennium.

Sakura Souffle or Glaze pens – these are opaque and come in some
great colours: keep in mind that they take a minute or two to dry.

White pen – try either the Uniball Signo White UM-153 or the Sakura
white soufflé pen.

Doodling Templates – not essential, but nice to have.  These are basically
plastic templates with curved lines to help make those natural-looking
curves and swirls scrapbookers are so fond of. Try C - Thru Ruler Co. or
Chatterbox for doodling templates. 

&

So, the next time you find yourself staring at a nearly complete layout, wondering what it needs to take it from good to great, follow these easy

steps and you will be well on your way to doodling success. Come join the fun and give doodling a whirl (or a swirl, or a flourish)!

For more doodling ideas, check out Maelynn’s blog at thescrappyone.blogspot.com.
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It’s as simple as...

Only one brand carries the patented Pigma® ink that distinguishes it from the rest. 

Laboratory perfected and market proven for 25 years, Sakura’s Pigma inks are

specially formulated with the highest quality pigments to produce superior inks that 

are light-fast, bleed-proof, waterproof, and chemical-proof. Use the pen that so many 

professionals trust from archivists, illustrators, artists, rubber stampers, scrapbookers, 

to even forensic document examiners.

Simply the best for over 25 years

Sakura Color Products Corporation – makers of world class writing instruments and artist materials since 1921.

For more information or to buy online
www.sakuraofamerica.com
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”“I love spring anywhere, but if I could choose
I would always greet it in a garden.

- Ruth Stout -
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| personified

King Square
by Beth Sears, Quispamsis, NB
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, Crate Paper, Chatterbox, 7Gypsies • ink, Ranger, Stampin’Up! • stamp, Making Memories • embellishments, Prima, Provo Craft, unknown, TTT transparencies • font, Café Rojo   
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A special thank you to all of the sponsors of this event!

Look for an exciting
announcement in the 

summer issue of 

Scrapbook & Cards Today.

save the
date!

Canada’s Scrapbooking Crop for Kids will take place from October 12 – 14,

2007 in six major cities across Canada.  These six cities will play host to hun-

dreds of dedicated scrapbookers; all united for the amazing purpose of bene-

fiting a local Children’s hospital.  Scrapbook & Cards Today is honoured to have

been asked to be a part of such a worthwhile event!

For more information, please contact the Event Coordinators across Canada at:

For additional information, please visit the Canada’s Scrapbooking Crop for
Kids website at www.csc4k.com.

London, ON – Sarah Hodgkinson  •london_canadascropforkids@yahoo.ca

Toronto, ON – Christyne Richardson • toronto_canadascropforkids@yahoo.ca

Vancouver, BC – Nicole Trudell • vancouver_canadascropforkids@yahoo.ca

St. John, NB – Christine Campbell • saintjohn_canadascropforkids@yahoo.ca

Winnipeg, MB – Charlene Walberg • manitoba_canadascropforkids@yahoo.ca

Edmonton, AB – Trisha Ladouceur • edmonton_canadascropforkids@yahoo.ca
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spring’s          
most

wanted...

form and function meet in this essential tool…
green crop-a-dile from We R Memory Keepers
www.weronthenet.com

make beautiful borders…
fabulous decorative fabric tape from cloud 9 designs
www.cloud9design.com

perfect for Mother’s Day…
alterable clutch purse from Maya Road
www.mayaroad.com

oh, the glitter!
gorgeous sugar coated cardstock
from doodlebug designs
www.doodlebug.ws

chipboard, foam, felt, oh my!
fresh new shapes from American Crafts
www.americancrafts.com

we love the versatility!
Scraparatus from Karen Foster Designs
www.karenfosterdesign.com

cuts like no other!
2 in 1 trimmer from Purple Cows
www.purplecows.net

greetings from the inside out…
sentimental rubz from My Sentiments Exactly!
www.sentiments.com
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Who would ever assume, when looking at a regular water based
marker, that it could produce such breathtaking watercolour results?
From beautiful backgrounds and elaborate images, to the simplest of
stamped designs, most of my favourite projects have been created with
this fun and easy colouring technique. Once you get the hang of it, you’ll
never look at your markers the same way again! 

There are a few things to keep in mind during the process, such as:  shad-
ing, colour combinations, paper selection, brush size, etc. All of these ele-
ments play a part in the final product. In fact, there are enough little tricks
and tips that I could fill an entire book! Although we have neither time
nor space to get into quite that much detail here, all of the essentials –
necessary supplies, step-by-step instructions and even some of my best
kept secrets -  can all be found on the next page. Read on to see just how
easy and visually appealing these watercolour techniques can be!
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by Krista Schneider
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krista’s steps for success

• Choose a cardstock that works well with this technique: 

I prefer watercolour paper as it’s meant to be used in this way

• Emboss your image; or stamp it in waterproof ink

• Colour your stamped image with water based markers:  you 

may use as few, or as many, colours as you wish

• Dip your paintbrush into your water cup and gently blend the

colours you have applied to your image: you should see the ink

moving around with your paintbrush; if nothing is happening,

you may need a bit more water on your brush

• Once you have finished blending, you can mount your 

coloured image onto your card and embellish as you please

tips of the trade

• Using a fixative spray over your blended image will help 

preserve the life of your work

• Keep your brush size relative to the size of your image 

• When choosing cardstock to stamp on, check your scrap box 

first (instead of using an entire sheet)

• When adding shading and shadow to an image, try to imagine

where a shadow would naturally fall:  this will achieve the most

appealing results

• When purchasing water based markers, begin with the colours

that you find to be the most attractive and that will be the 

most useful to you
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The following steps will have you well on your way to 
beautifully watercoloured projects in no time:
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what you need to start

• Good quality water based markers (I prefer Tombow)

• A small-tip paintbrush, as most stamped images have

quite a few detailed areas

• Good quality watercolour paper

• A waterproof ink pad 

• A cup for water

• Your favourite stamps 

Now that you’ve got the basics, all it takes is a bit of patience and
some experimentation to be able to adopt this technique as 
your own.  

And now, for one final bit of advice...muster up some courage and
try out some colours that you wouldn’t normally put together. I
have found that some of the most stunning, as well as the most
unique, results happen this way.  I am sure that all of us, at some
point or other, have discovered something amazing just from
“thinking outside of the box” for a minute or two.  If not, then you
must try it!  It can be very liberating, not to mention, enlighten-
ing.  And, after all, isn’t that what creating art is all about? &
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Dottie Ann Collection

Be Inspired!

Available in 20 Yummy Self-Adhesive Colors!

•Die Cut
•Weave

www.magicmesh.com
651-345-6374

•Stencil
•Stick
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celebrating

After the Rain
by Vicki Boutin, Burlington, ON
supplies: boots, Kate’s Garden • cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, Scenic Route • embellish-
ments, Scenic Route, Cloud Nine Designs, Imagination Project, Heidi Swapp, Sakura, Sharpie 
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Charlottetown, PEI – end of May – Prince Edward Island Spring Wine Festival • St. John’s, NFLD – June 4 – Newfoundland Horticultural Society

Spring Flower Show • Halifax, NS – May 18-21 – Truro International Tulip Festival- May 30–June 4 – Annapolis Valley Apple Blossom Festival

”
“Spring is when

you feel like
whistling even
with a shoe full

of slush. 
- Doug Larson-

What is it about Puddles? 
by Sarah Hodgkinson, Woodstock, ON

supplies:  cardstock, Westrim • patterned paper, BasicGrey • ink,
Clearsnap • stamps, PSX • embellishments, EK Success, Sakura • font,

Another Typewriter, Cupid

What to do with an Easter Egg
by Charity Hassel, Jacksonville, FL
supplies:  patterned paper, Junkitz • embellishments, unknown
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Barrie, ON – March 31–April 8 – The Great Easter “Egg” Stravanganza and Spring Festival • Guelph, ON – April 27–May 7 – Spring Festival

• Welland, ON – June 2-24 – Welland Rose Festival • Toronto, ON – May 14-21 – Milk International Children’s Festival of the Arts

May 2006
by Julie Ann Shahin
supplies: Photoshop Elements 2.0

Sights of Spring 
by Holly Pittroff, Mooresville, NC
supplies:  cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, Junkitz • ink, Ranger, Sugarloaf • embellishments, American Crafts, Making Memories, Heidi Swapp, EK Success, Junkitz, BasicGrey, Bazzill, Plaid, Memory Makers, Robin’s Nest • font, Georgia  
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Whitehorse, YK – May 14-22 – Celebration of Swans • Calgary, AB – May 22-26 – Calgary International Children’s Festival

• Regina, SK – May 21-26 – Cathedral Village Arts Festival • Saskatoon, SK – June 5-9 – Northern Saskatchewan International Children’s Festival

Spring
by La Tonya Boike, Cullman, AL
supplies: patterned paper, My Mind’s Eye, Chatterbox, Creative Imaginations, Masterpiece Studios • embellishments, My Mind’s Eye, Heidi Swapp, Plaid, unknown • photography by Anita Patterson

”“The air is like a butterfly
With frail blue wings.

The happy earth looks at the sky
And sings.

- Joyce Kilmer-  
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St. Pierre-Jolys, MB – April 14-15 – Sugaring Off Festival • Victoria, BC – March 16-October 15 – Spring at the Butchart Gardens

• Vancouver, BC – May 14-21 – Vancouver International Children’s Festival • Kelowna, BC – May 3-6 – Okanagan Spring Wine Festival

Landon-Happy
by Kathy Thompson Laffoley, Riverview, NB
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, My Mind’s Eye • embellishments, My Mind’s Eye, Fontwerks

Spring Blooms
by Kim Hughes, Roy, UT
supplies:  cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, SEI, Paper Heart Studio • embellishments, Prima, Plaid, Therm O Web • font, Diego
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As a high school English teacher, I made my students begin writing on the

very first day of school, and we didn’t stop until the very last day.  I won’t kid you;

on most days I was met with groans of complaint. What I heard most often,

though, was this phrase: “I don’t know what to write about.”

Chances are your scrapbooking desk is a long way from your last English class.

Still, I’ll bet you’ve uttered this phrase more than once while contemplating what

to journal on a half-finished layout. After all, finding the right words to tell the

story behind your photos can be intimidating. The following tips are tried and

true and will enable you to grace your pages with a story – your story.

Make It Matter

One of the hardest habits to break is thinking of journaling as the last (and least

important) step of the design process. While it isn’t necessary to write your jour-

naling first, if you at least have a notion of the story you want to tell, you’ll be bet-

ter able to make your journaling an integral part of your design. Here’s how to get

started:

Begin with the 5 W’s: Tell the who, what, when, where, and why of the pictures.

This can be achieved with just a couple of words if you have many photos and

limited space for journaling. 

Use sensory details: If you spent an afternoon at the lake and want to document

it, don’t limit yourself to stating the obvious. Instead, try to recreate the feeling of

being at the lake by describing the things you could smell, taste and hear while

you were there. Our senses frequently work as memory triggers, so focusing on

these details can help you to create more evocative journaling.

Freewrite: Set aside your design and photos and just start writing; use free asso-

ciation to help you make connections between your photos and your thoughts.

Don’t stop to think, don’t stop to reread what you’ve written, don’t stop to think

of a better word.

Do You Know?
supplies: cardstock, Paper Studio • patterned paper, Dream Street • ink, Clearsnap • embellishments, Heidi Swapp, Around the Block,
BasicGrey, Paper Studio, Sakura, Beacon • font, AL Worn Machine

words,
Tired of journaling always being an afterthought when it comes
to designing scrapbook pages? We’ve got tips and tricks that will
help you gather your thoughts and get your story told.

Whether you’ve got a way with words or find yourself figuratively tongue-tied

when it comes to journaling, there’s always room for improvement. “Your Words,

Your Way” is a four-part series for 2007 which has been designed to give you a

number of options to take your journaling skills up a notch. Look for upcoming

articles on handwritten and typed journaling, hidden journaling, as well as how to

include other sources in your writing.

| noteworthy&
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“ ”
I don’t know what to write about!

Be specific: Rather than just writing that your son is funny, tell about a particular

instance in which his sense of humour really stood out. He’ll enjoy the specific

memory much more than he would just a vague sentiment.

Use what you learned in English class: Try techniques such as, “use a quotation,”

“include a statistic,” or, “ask a question”. 

Find Your Focus

Of course, relying on the same starting techniques each time you sit down to jour-

nal has its own downfall. Getting into a journaling rut can happen entirely too 

easily. If you find yourself saying the same things over and over on your layouts, it’s

time to take a different approach. In most cases, it’s a matter of focus. You’ve 

simply grown accustomed to focusing on the same things in all your designs;

what you need is a way to refocus and freshen up your writing. The following steps

can help:

Examine your photos: Before you start writing, gather your photos and take a few

minutes to look at them. Pay attention to details, from the setting to the expres-

sions on your subject’s face. Think back to when they were taken and try to

immerse yourself in that moment again.

Make a list: Start with the obvious details from the photos – what was going on,

who was involved, where you were. Try to be specific by including dialogue and

reflections as well.

Let your heart decide: Read back through the list and choose the topic that speaks

to you; the one you feel the most strongly about. It may sound cliché, but after

several years of teaching writing, I’ve learned that my students’ best stories are the

ones they care the most about.
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Sure
supplies: cardstock, Paper Studio • patterned paper, Scrappin’ Sports • ink, Clearsnap • embellishments, Urban Lily, Hambly Studios, Making
Memories, Sakura, Beacon
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After all, finding the right words to tell the story behind your photos

can be intimidating.

Cut the Comparisons

In the end, however, despite all the prep work you’ve done, you’ll never get your

journaling written if you can’t learn to silence your inner critic. We’ve all got one,

and it’s the biggest obstacle standing in our way. It’s the little voice in our heads

that tells us how bad our writing is, that our stories aren’t worth telling, or that our

ideas are stupid.  We must learn to let go of this voice, because the final result is

well worth every painful step of the process. 

Another stumbling block is that many of us have preconceived notions of right

and wrong when it comes to writing. However, the simple truth is that there is no 

right or wrong way to write. Everyone has their own voice, as trite as it sounds. If 

you feel most comfortable writing in a series of fragments or run-on sentences,

then do so. The biggest compliment I can think of is when someone tells me, “You

write like you talk. I can hear you when I read this.”  These are your pages; make

them sound like it.

With these tips and tricks at hand, there’s no reason to be afraid of journaling any

longer. It’s time to move away from one-word sentiments and repetitious ele-

ments and write what really matters – your words, your way. &

Using a graphic can really help you to organize
your thoughts during this stage. A list might work
best for you, or you could consider a web or a clus-
ter. I like to use a series of circles, arranged in a
bull’s-eye formation. I begin with the basics in the
center circle, and then move outward as my obser-
vations grow broader.

Balance was key. Isn’t that still true?
It was more than a game. It mattered, for

some reason. Being able to do this was a big deal

hard to balance, took off shoes
warm day, not too sunny, Mom and

Tom were with us and Elisha too

Cassidy at the park
Summer 2006, 9 years

walking on chain and anchor
used during Civil War

Cass somewhat clumsy, afraid to climb
up and down on anchor itself, had to

be lifted up there by Dad

climbed anchor when i was little more times than I can count. 
Sister and I had races, if you fell off you had to start 

all over again. barefoot because shoes made it 
harder to grip links of chain.

Balance
supplies: cardstock, Worldwin • patterned paper, My Mind’s Eye • ink, Clearsnap • embellishments, My Mind’s Eye, Paper Studio,
Sakura, Beacon
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babyshower
planning a

Springtime is the perfect time of year to host a baby shower.

Perhaps it is the soft colour palette associated with both babies

and spring; or maybe it is the sights and sounds of the great out-

doors; or it could even be the feelings of warmth and happiness

that accompany the expectant arrival of a new little one.  

Whatever the reasons may be; there is nothing sweeter than a

baby shower in the springtime.

The next two pages are sure to inspire with a beautiful advice

book, adorable invitations, a CD tin for lullabies, and a simple, yet

elegant, gift bag.  Whether you are hosting a shower, attending

one, or even if you are an expectant mom-to-be, there is guaran-

teed to be a project here for you.  

Turn the page to see our themed baby shower ideas – dozens of

blue dragonflies for boys, and plenty of pink flowers for girls.  

by Allison Belme
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cd holder
invitation

giftcard
holder

other miscellaneous supplies:  My Mind’s Eye, Melissa Frances, Michael’s

cd holder –  Enclose a homemade cd of your
favourite lullabies in this adorable cd sleeve.  

supplies:  sleeve, KI Memories • patterned paper, KI Memories • embellishments,
Chatterbox, Magic Scraps, Stampin’Up!, Quickutz • font, inkburrow

gift card holder – This gift card holder is so cute it will
upstage any gift card; no matter the denomination!   

supplies: cardstock, Bazzill, Stampin’Up! • patterned paper, BasicGrey • stamps and ink, Stampin’Up!
• embellishments, Creative Imaginations, Quickutz, Michael’s, Luv2Pak, Creative Memories

invitation – Save the date!  That’s what all of your
guests will be doing when they receive this charming
invitation.

supplies:  cardstock, Stampin’Up! • ink, Stampin’Up! • embellishments, Heidi Grace,
Autumn Leaves, Making Memories, Karen Foster, Sheer Creations, Michael’s, Bazzill

advice book – We love this idea!  Ask each of the
guests at the shower to write down a piece of 
parenting advice for the mom-to-be.    

supplies:  book, Fierro • cardstock, Stampin’Up!, Bazzill • patterned paper, BasicGrey •
embellishments, Stampin’Up!, Autumn Leaves, Daisy D’s, Karen Foster, Michael’s,
Quickutz, KI Memories, Creative Memories

advicebook

dozens of dragonflies

interested in making these beautiful shower projects? 
Please visit our website at www.scrapbookandcards.com for complete instructions. 
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cd tin - Make a cd of your favourite lullabies to give
to the parents to be – they will be thanking you
very soon!  

supplies: tin, Luv2pak • cardstock, Bazzill • ink, Stampin’Up! • embellishments, Heidi
Swapp, Making Memories, Karen Foster, Autumn Leaves, Luv2Pak, Michael’s, 
doodlebug, Stampin’Up! • font, inkburrow

cd tin

guestbook

giftbag

guest book -  Make a memory that lasts by
recording who was there and what they gave.

supplies: book, Paperbilities • cardstock, Bazzill, Stampin’Up! • patterned paper,
Melissa Frances • embellishments, Provocraft, Karen Foster, Sheer Creations,
Magic Scraps, Stampin’Up!, We R Memory Keepers

tag -  Dress up any gift with this beautiful gift tag.  

supplies: cardstock, Bazzill, Stampin’Up! • ink and stamps, Stampin’Up! • embellishments,
Sheer Creations, Unknown, We R Memory Keepers

place card – Carry the theme of the shower right
through to the table with  these elegant place cards.

supplies: cardstock, Stampin’Up! • patterned paper, Melissa Frances • ink,
Stampin’Up! • embellishments, We R Memory Keepers, Sheer Creations, Unknown

gift bag - Can the gift actually be cuter than this
great gift bag?  We don’t think so!

supplies: bag, Paperbilities • cardstock, Bazzill, Stampin’Up! • ink, Stampin’Up! 
• stamps, Paper Salon • embellishments, Karen Foster, Heidi Swapp, Autumn Leaves,

Sheer Creations, Stampin’Up!

invitation - Request the presence of your guests
with this pretty invitation.  

supplies: cardstock, Bazzill, Stampin’Up! • patterned paper, Melissa Frances
• embellishments, Making Memories, Sheer Creations, Stampin’Up!

fresh flowers

planning a baby shower?
Visit our website at www.scrapbookandcards.com for recipes, planning ideas, and even advice for the mom-to-be!
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*Fastest refers to the printing process. For details, go to doxus.com. †Based on Wilhelm-Research.com light-fade testing under glass (as of 11/05) of HP Vivera Ink on HP Premium Plus photo paper. 
**HP suggested Canadian retail price. Prices may vary and authorized retailers may sell for less. Not all products available at all locations. © 2007 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. Simulated images.
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For more information, call 1-877-231-4351, click hpshopping.ca or visit your local retailer. 

PICK UP YOUR PHOTOS ON THE WAY 
TO THE KITCHEN. 

The world’s fastest* and easiest photo printers go beyond everyday home printing 
to conveniently create lab-quality photos anytime and with any digital camera. 

Since they come with Original HP Vivera Inks, every picture lasts for generations.t

They’re reliable too – they’ve been PC Magazine’s Readers’ Choice for service 
and reliability for 15 years in a row. Brilliantly Simple. 

DOES IT EASILY
Pop in any memory card 
and you’re off printing 4x6 
and 5x7 lab-quality photos. 
HP Photosmart A616.

$14999**

DOES IT ALL
Print. Copy. Scan. For work. 
For homework. For photos. 
HP Photosmart C5180.

$24999**‡

DOES IT FAST
4x6 photos in as fast as 
12 seconds. Quick everyday 
printing. And an easy-to-use 
touch screen. 
HP Photosmart D7360.

$24999**

‡Price effective starting 
February 19, 2007 at 
participating retailers. 
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Family
supplies: cardstock,  Bazzill • patterned paper, Heidi Grace Designs • embellishments, Heidi Grace Designs, Westrim Crafts, Fiskars
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We were so thrilled to be able to sit down with this talented designer and find out what makes her tick.  We had so many questions for Vicki that
we didn’t quite know where to begin.  We wanted to know the answers to the typical “5 w’s” and much, much, more.  This is what Vicki had to say
on herself, on the industry, on her habits, and on her projections for 2007:  

Boutinin
te

rv
ie

w
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We also asked Vicki to share with us some of what she has been working on lately.  We simply adore her clean, balanced and visually appealing style. Look at the

way she leads your eye to the photo on her “family” layout.  We also love the way her projects are sophisticated, yet whimsical, all at the same time!

Vicki w
ith

SCT: How long have you been scrapbooking?

Vicki: About 5 years.  I started when my son Riley was a baby.

SCT: When did you know that you were “hooked?”

Vicki: I was fairly casual about scrapbooking at first.  I didn't really get "hooked" 

until I became a design team member for an online kit club.

SCT: How long does your typical layout take to complete?

Vicki: An average layout takes me around 1 1/2 to 2 hours to finish.  If it is more 

detailed, maybe it takes me three hours.

SCT: Where do you look for sources of inspiration?

Vicki: EVERYWHERE!!!  I carry a sketch book with me so that I can jot down ideas.

SCT: What tool(s) could you not live without?

Vicki: Currently, my favourite tools would have to be my craft knife, punches, 

circle cutter and deco scissors.

SCT: What kind of camera do you use?

Vicki: I use a Minolta Maxxum 7D SLR.

SCT: What size of layout do you currently favour?  Single or double?

Vicki: I like to create single page, 12x12 layouts.  I occasionally do 2 page layouts, 

but I prefer to work with 8 1/2 x 11 when I do.

SCT: Can you predict what colour schemes will be hot for the summer?

Vicki: My guesses for upcoming colour trends would be orange, green, aqua, 

parakeet green and red.  I may be way off, but those are the colours I am 

currently using a lot!

SCT: Do you ever sit at your scrap desk and not know where to begin?  If this 

happens, what do you do about it?  How do you get the “creative juices” 

flowing when they are at a complete standstill?

Vicki: When I sit down to create a project I usually have planned it ahead of time.

I love to sketch and from there I choose my photos and papers before I 

begin.  The one thing I often struggle with is creating titles.  If I need a little 

inspiration, I look through magazines, online, or through my stash of supplies.

SCT: Do you ever scraplift?

Vicki: I am definitely inspired by other scrapbookers!  When I see something I like 

that someone else has done, I use it as a stepping stone to create my 

own idea.  I think scraplifting or being inspired by others’ work is a great 

way to get your own creativity going!!

SCT: What professional and/or personal goals have you set for yourself for 2007?

Vicki: This year I am just going with the flow and seeing where that takes me.  I 

want to spend lots of time playing with my kids and enjoying them at this 

stage in their little lives!  I am finding that time moves too quickly; I want to

slow down and enjoy it!

SCT: Do you have a favourite photography tip that you are willing to share?

Vicki: Look for the light!  I love to take photographs using natural light, rather 

than using a flash.  I have found that there are certain areas in my home 

where the light is perfect for this.  Learning how to use light has been a 

great way to improve my photographs.
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look at the way Vicki’s embellishments gently 
lead your eye right to the photo

see how she effortlessly adds both dimension and
texture to her altered book

From all of us at Scrapbook & Cards Today, we would like to say thank you Vicki, for sharing some of your secrets with us! 
Love Vicki’s work?  Turn to pages 58 & 59 to see how Vicki took her “Happy Heart”  layout from EASY to EXPERT in a few simple steps.

see how Vicki “re-invents” 
the star shape here for her mini
book and plays up the “whimsy”

You and Me mini book
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, Heidi Grace Designs • embellishments, Heidi
Grace Designs, Staples, Autumn Leaves, Fiskars

| of interest &
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Udderly
 Remarkable Products
 for Scrapbook & 
 Photo Enthusiasts
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www.purplecows.ca

A V A I L A B L E  A T  L E A D I N G  C A N A D I A N  D E A L E R S

#1040
Scrapbook 
Cutter & Trimmer
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designer’s challenge

pucker up!

scrapbook & cards today | 45

creating unique stamped images using the “kissing” technique

We asked design team member  Christine Hill to pose

our first ever designer’s challenge.  Christine loves stamping

and is always coming up with fresh and unique ways to put her

stamps to the test.  Here, she created this pretty spring card by

using a background stamp to create a “kissed” image.  

For those of you new to the kissing technique, the idea is to

create a pattern on a solid rubber stamp by transferring ink

from one stamp to another before stamping onto your paper.

In this example, the script background stamp was transferred

onto the flower image and was then stamped onto the white

cardstock.  So, essentially one stamp “kissed” another to create

the desired pattern.  

Follow Christine’s tips and techniques and you’ll
be kissing like a pro in no time:

1) ink a patterned stamp of your choice (in this case a script).

2) transfer the patterned stamp image onto a solid stamp (in this case a flower) by “kissing” the two stamps together.

3) use a marker in the same or coordinating ink colour to draw a line border around the outside of your “kissed” image (or, in this case, use a coordinating line stamp).

4) stamp onto cardstock.

Christine’s tips and tricks:

1) remember that the image of the patterned rubber stamp will appear in reverse once it has been kissed. 

2) try using two different colours of ink when kissing – ink the solid stamp with a light coloured ink; then ink the patterned stamp with a darker colour.

3) try kissing with a small patterned stamp:  first, ink the solid stamp with a light coloured ink; next, ink a small patterned stamp with a darker colour; kiss the solid 

stamp in different spots with the patterned stamp (re-ink in between kisses); finally, stamp the image onto paper. 

4) use a partially inked solid stamp (one that has been partially cleaned or “off-stamped”) to kiss the patterned image (I call this “dirty” kissing!).

In each issue of Scrapbook & Cards Today, a different design team member will pose a challenge to you, our readers.  All you need to do is scraplift the idea or 

technique, make it your own, and send it to us.  Your take on the challenge could be featured in our next issue!  

For complete instructions on how to make this card, as well as to see other samples of Christine’s “kissing” technique, 

please check out our website at www.scrapbookandcards.com.

Thank You
supplies: cardstock, Stampin’Up! • ink and stamps, Stampin’Up! • embellishments,
Luv2Pak, unknown
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let us count the ways…
Upon sitting down to plan this article, we quickly recognized that if we

shared our initial list with you, the entire spring issue would be dedicated to

ribbon!  Therefore, out of necessity, we had to narrow our list.  We love ribbon

because it is pretty and whimsical, tactile and dimensional, colourful and ver-

satile, and finally because it is useful (it can be used to attach tags, fill in

spaces, etc…)…did we say narrow our list?  Yikes, there are still a lot!  For all

of you ribbon users out there, and for the rest of you (who we will most like-

ly convert!) here are our favourite ways to use ribbon this spring:

on a shelf…
These ribbon boxes are pieces of art all on their own!  These are a great way

to organize, yet also to showcase your collection of beautiful ribbon.

Functional, practical, and beautiful, all at the same time.

ribbon boxes
by Christine Hill, Stouffville, ON
supplies: boxes, Black’s • grommets and setter, Unique • dowel, The Home Depot • ribbon, Mokuba, My Little Shoebox,
L’il Davis, Chatterbox, Stampin’Up!  

ribbon:
how do we love thee?

| creative solution&
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grosgrain
twill

velvet
organdy

satin
sheer

silk

in bloom
by Michelle Engel, Brantford, ON
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • embellishments, SEI, Making Memories, unknown, Uniball • ribbon stack, American Crafts, Mokuba

on a layout… 
We loved design team member Michelle Engel’s use of ribbon on her “In Bloom” layout.

Look at her embroidered ribbon flowers and the way she stitched the gingham ribbon

to add both dimension and interest.
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on a wall…   
Wouldn’t this beautiful ribbon board look great on the wall of

your scrap room?  Or perhaps on the wall of a little girls’ room?

Design team member Christine Hill pieced two coordinating

fabrics together and used a wide grosgrain ribbon to define

the segments; both which served to create a visually pleasing

and linear project.

ribbon board
by Christine Hill, Stouffville, ON
supplies: ribbon, Mokuba • fabric, Designer Fabric • buttons, Stampin’Up! • canvas, Curry’s

ribbon card
by Christine Hill, Stouffville, ON

supplies:  cardstock, Stampin’Up!, Prism • stamps and ink, Stampin’Up! • ribbon,
Luv2Pak, Stampin’Up! 

ribbon tag
by Christine Hill, Stouffville, ON
supplies: cardstock, Prism, Stampin’ Up! • stamps and ink, Stampin’ Up! • ribbon, Luv2Pak,
Stampin’ Up!, Michael’s

on a tag…
Using different ribbons in contrasting widths and textures

added both interest and a touch of whimsy.

on a card…
This card is so simple, yet so stunning. We loved the way the ribbons

were woven together so harmoniously to create a focus for the eye.
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in a frame…   
Page Frame Designs design team member Kim Moreno created these beautiful frames incorporating

lots of ribbon in several different ways.  These would make a wonderful gift, but they are so pretty

and elegant that they may be hard to give away!    

ribbon page frames
by Kim Moreno, Tucson, AZ
supplies: page frames: Page Frame Designs • cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, Dream Street 
• stamps, Autumn Leaves • ink, Clearsnap • embellishments, KI Memories, Scenic Route, Bazzill,
Petaloo, Creative Imaginations, Fiskars, Sakura, Delta, Keeping Memories Alive, Michael’s 

For complete instructions on how to create the ribbon boxes and the ribbon
board, please visit our website www.scrapbookandcards.com scrapbook & cards today | 49

on your 
supplies…  
Designer Virginia Nebel shared this great idea with us for

using ribbon to mark and identify your supplies at crops.  No

one will ever leave with your glue dots again!  

on your ribbon
itself… 
this new latest and greatest product from Strano Designs

stiffens your ribbon – making it more versatile and durable.

And, it is even acid-free!  
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Why I Love My Sis
by Rosy 

supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, Autumn Leaves, Polar Bear Press • embellishments, Heidi Swapp, doodlebug 

| of interest&
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a tale of
two sisters

(and our love of a simple page)

by Rosy Kakaletris and Kitsa Scaffidi 

sually when one of us has an idea, or shows an interest in some-

thing, you can bet the other is thinking exactly the same thing.  We’re

about as close as you can get:  identical twins—in looks and likes.

We’re in our forties now and nothing much has changed.  We like the

same foods, clothes, books and hobbies.  So, years ago when our local

craft store starting selling scrapbook supplies…well, let’s just say that

a little spark (rather a large flame, actually) went off inside both of us

that day. 

We’ve been scrapping now for almost four years and our passion for

this hobby continues to grow.  We both started out using white card-

stock, stickers and our journaling was in our own handwriting.

Eventually we found our way and developed our own style; that being

clean and simple layouts with a strong focus on both photography

and meaningful journaling.  We’ve somewhat come full circle—we’re

back to using white cardstock in many of our layouts!

Photos are very important but the journaling on our layouts is equal-

ly important. We strive to make our journaling meaningful—that is,

real, honest, sometimes funny and sometimes not. We keep note-

books to jot down ideas for layouts. We write down conversations

with our kids or the funny things they say. If something inspires us, we

make a note of it, and then it’s there, just waiting to be scrapped. We

get inspired by everyday moments; not necessarily the “big events.”

We no longer feel “behind” in our scrapping. There is no more pressure

to scrap each and every birthday and holiday. Taking this non-chrono-

logical approach has made scrapping much more enjoyable. As well,

we scrap different sized layouts, instead of always feeling locked into

one particular size. Scrapping should be both fun and flexible. After

all, it’s all about expressing ourselves, and there’s no right or wrong

way to do that. 

”“What’s the good of news if you haven’t a sister to share it? 
Jenny DeVries

Spring
by Kitsa 
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, Mara Mi • embellishments, American Crafts, Michael’s, Heidi Swapp
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As much as we love all of the new stuff out there, we try not to get car-

ried away with every trend that hits the market.  Sometimes just card-

stock and a bit of patterned paper are all you need to create a beauti-

ful layout. We both lean towards the same colours, patterns, and even

embellishments when we’re shopping for supplies. We’re quite certain

that if one of us spots something we like, we know the other will like

it too.  We’ll even pick up two of the same item knowing that if we did-

n’t, the other would say, “Why didn’t you get me one too?”

It’s great having someone to share your ideas with, and another set of

eyes is always appreciated. We offer each other suggestions and

encourage each other to try new things.  There’s no rivalry or a sense

of competition between us.  When each of us got published for the

first time, you can bet that the other was equally thrilled and that we

celebrated together. We take classes together, go to events together,

and other times we simply spend an evening together; pouring over

photos and figuring out layouts. An added bonus is that we share a

lot of our tools and supplies!

Whether it’s a sister or a best friend, we are convinced that having a

“special someone” to share this great hobby with makes it even bet-

ter. We’ve always known that our lives would be connected; aside

from the obvious bond that comes from being twins.  Scrapping our

lives and our journeys is such a wonderful extension of that bond.

We’re so happy to be enjoying this wonderful hobby together. 

”“We’ll even pick up two of the same item knowing that if we didn’t, the
other would say, ‘why didn’t you get me one too?

&

Cupcake
by Rosy
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper,  KI Memories, American Crafts • embellishments, Heidi Swapp, American Crafts
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Brighten someone ’s day with a beautiful spring tag! Pretty and fresh, just like the season, these tags

would most certainly grace the top of any present.  Whatever the occasion, tags are meant to be shared

and enjoyed…like these, our seasonally-inspired spring tags!tags
find joy…
by Tracy Tigert, Markham, ON
supplies: cardstock, Stampin’Up!, Bazzill • patterned paper, BasicGrey • stamps and ink, Stampin’Up! • embellishments,
Quickutz, Stampin’Up!, BasicGrey

life gives you…
by Tracy Tigert, Markham, ON
supplies: Stampin’Up!

twinkle, twinkle
by Kerry McRorie, Markham, ON
supplies: cardstock, Stampin’Up! • stamps and ink, Stampin’Up! • embellishments, Stampin’Up!, L’il Davis

happy birthday
by Bonnie Billings, Toronto, On
supplies: cardstock, Prism • patterned paper, Mara-mi • embellishments, Quickutz, Michael’s  

mom
by Kerry McRorie, Markham, ON
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, L’il Davis • embellishments, L’il Davis, Stampin’Up!, Offray

kiss me
by Bonnie Billings, Toronto, ON
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill, Prism • patterned paper, My Mind’s Eye • embellishments, Quickutz, Ranger, Michael’s  

enjoy
by Christine Hill, Stouffville, ON
supplies: cardstock, Prism, Stampin’Up! • stamps and ink, Stampin’Up! • embellishments, Nunn Designs, Stampin’Up!, Offray 

friends
by Sandra Patterson, Timmins, ON
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill, Stampin’Up! • patterned paper, BasicGrey • stamps and ink, Stampin’Up! • embellishments,
American Crafts, Making Memories, Stampin’Up! 

thank you 
by Denise Mitchell, Regina, SK
supplies: cardstock, Stampin’Up! • patterned paper, BasicGrey • stamp and ink, Stampin’Up! • embellishments, Chatterbox,
Stampin’Up!

love you mom
by Bonnie Billings, Toronto, ON
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, KI Memories • embellishments, Quickutz

think pink pocket tag
by Rozanne Dioso-Lopez, Toronto, ON
supplies: cardstock, bazzill, Prism • embellishments, Quickutz, American Crafts
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o pretty, and oh so seasonal!  We chose these cards simply because they made us smile.  Their fresh colour palette and floral influ-

ence seemed to perfectly capture the essence of spring.  We loved all of the ribbon, the fabulous flowers and the variety of techniques

that were used.  We were so sure you would love them as much as we did - so we have included easy-to-follow instructions! 

| seasonal inspiration&

spring
salutations
S

1

2

3
Hi
by Kerry McRorie, Markham, ON
supplies: cardstock, Prism,  Bazzill • patterned paper, Autumn Leaves •
embellishments, Heidi Swapp, American Crafts, Making Memories

Mom 
by Melissa Phillips, Caliente, NV
supplies: cardstock, DMD • patterned paper, Scenic Route • ink,
Ranger • stamps, Provo Craft • embellishments, Scenic Route, Junkitz,
Polar Bear Press, KI Memories, My Mind’s Eye, Joann’s Essentials

Happy for You
by Tracy Tigert, Markham, ON
supplies: cardstock, Prism, Bazzill, Stampin’Up! • patterned paper, Autumn Leaves •
stamps and ink, Stampin’Up! • embellishments, American Crafts, Polar Bear Press,
Making Memories, Stampin’Up!, Offray, unknown
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1
Hi

instructions:

1) Cut a square card from cardstock and add three mats (two from cardstock and the third

from patterned paper).  Stitch around the edge of the 2nd and 3rd mat.  

2) Adhere acrylic letters with staples.  

3) Add acrylic flowers.  

Mom

instructions:

1) Cut a rectangular card from cardstock.

2) Cut polka-dot paper and a narrow strip of striped paper.  Round all corners and ink.

Straight stitch around edges and zigzag stitch along seam.

3) Stitch pink twill ribbon to card to form a stem, gathering as you stitch.

4) Stamp flower and adhere above stem.

5) Punch circle from striped paper; stitch around edges and adhere to center of flower.

Adhere acrylic accent to center of circle.

6) Attach small strip of green ribbon with brad to form a leaf.

7) Sand alphabet stickers and adhere to bottom right.

Happy for You

instructions:

1) Cut a card from cardstock and add 2 mats (one from patterned paper and one from card-

stock).  Stitch around the edge of the 2nd and 3rd mat.

2) Stamp the words “happy” and “for” in black ink and add to card along with chipboard letters.

3) Punch flowers from cardstock and add a rhinestone sticker to the center of each.  Add to

card along with acrylic flower and rhinestone brad.  

4) Tie ribbon along the bottom of card and add 3 ribbon loops to the top right. 

Thanks a Bunch

instructions: 

1) Cut two pieces of cardstock 7” x 5.5”.

2) Cut 2 pieces of coordinating patterned paper and adhere to the front.

4) Paint and sand the outline of a chipboard “T”.  Adhere patterned paper to the back of the

letter and apply rub-ons to complete the word “thanks.”

5) Punch holes across the top of the card (through both pieces).  Tie ribbon through the

holes.  Run ribbon down the left side of the card and tie in a bow.  

6) To finish:  apply rub-ons and a flower to the tag and use a label maker to write the rest of

the greeting.  

Put a Little Spring in your Step

instructions:

1) Stitch around the edge of the card and again around the edge of your photo.  

2) Mat photo on pink cardstock and adhere to card.  

3) Print words for the greeting in two different colours; cut and adhere to card with yellow brads.  

4) Run ribbon across bottom third of card.  

5) Make a flower using white photo anchors, white brads, a large yellow brad and a yellow

spiral clip.  Adhere to bottom right of card.  

Happy Spring 

instructions:

1) Cut a square card from patterned paper.  Cut front 1” shorter along the bottom.  

2) Add a scalloped border to the bottom of the card in a coordinating paper.  

3) Add rectangle with greeting to the top right of card and stitch around it.

4) Thread an acrylic charm onto grosgrain ribbon and adhere to cover seam.  

scrapbook & cards today | 55
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We can always count on our sketch designer, Nicole White, to

come up with new and different ways to help us with our scrap-

book pages.  Nicole’s sketch is always balanced, well-proportioned

and visually appealing.  As well, it is always unique and can only be

found in Scrapbook & Cards Today! So, whether you find yourself in

a scrapbooking rut, or merely love to add new page templates to

your repertoire, take Nicole’s “Based on a Sketch Challenge” and

submit your interpretation to us. We’d love to see it!

4*6

2*3 2*3

2*32*3
sub-titlesub-title

titletitle

Here are a few of the layouts submitted to us based on
the sketch from our Winter ’06 publication. 

56 | www.scrapbookandcards.com

| creative solution&

Windy
by Anam Stubbington, Edmonton, AB
supplies: cardstock, WorldWin • patterned paper, My Mind’s Eye • embellishments, Making
Memories, Pressed Petals, Deluxe Designs, Uniball, Scrapping Angels
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Show us your design!
Please use this sketch, also designed by Nicole White, to design your own scrapbook pages and

send them to us!  Visit us online at www.scrapbookandcards.com for details on how to send us

your submissions for our summer publication (deadline April 30th).  As always, we can’t wait to see

what you come up with!  Title

Ti
tle
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Bliss
by Holly Pittroff, Mooresville, NC
supplies: patterned paper, Fancy Pants, Creative Imaginations • ink, Ranger •
embellishments, Fancy Pants, Scenic Route    

Play
by Rosy Kakaletris, Richmond Hill, ON
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, KI Memories • embellishments, Heidi Swapp, KI Memories,
American Crafts • font, Century Gothic
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| creative solution&

expert
easy,
detailed, by Vicki Boutin   

or me, a big part of scrapbooking is capturing my relationships with the most important people in my life.  The bond that I have with my children is one of the most valu-

able and special of these relationships, and it inspires the majority of my scrapbook pages.  I like to capture these day to day interactions with photographs.  Unfortunately,

I am rarely in these photographs because I am always behind the camera.  That is why the pictures I used for the pages in this article are extra special.  I have a 5 year old

son, Riley, who loves to play with my camera and was more than happy to photograph his mommy and little sister on this particular day.  The result was a great set of shots

and lots of inspiration for my journaling.  

With photos in hand I set out to create the following three pages with varying levels of difficulty.  By altering photo placement and changing a few design elements, you

can take your pages from EASY to EXPERT in just a few steps!

To keep this page on the simpler side, I went with a clean, graph-

ic design that utilized three patterned papers, two sheets of card-

stock and minimal embellishments. By layering papers that both

contrast in colour and have a subtle pattern, you can add interest

to your overall page design.  

Have I told you that I love you
and that I love these pictures
that Riley took?  Little girl, you
make my heart happy. –Vicki-

F
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detailed

The changes on the detailed page are subtle but give the page

more impact.  First, I created a more interesting design by group-

ing the photos together. Then, to increase the contrast between

the layers of patterned paper, I introduced the floral paper which

has a larger pattern, and I added a circle.  The handwritten jour-

naling strips add a personal touch.

expert

I pulled out all of my tools for this page!!!  A great way to make

your photographs “pop” is by enhancing them digitally before

you print them!  Here, I added digital frames that look like old

negatives.  Next, I layered my title on circles that I created using a

punch and I added a little bling with the rhinestones.  I used a

journaling block stamp and dusted off my deco scissors to create

a scalloped border.  To fill the space beside the journaling block,

I added a flourish rub-on and then took the rub-ons one step fur-

ther by adding them to the photos. As a couple of last finishing

touches, I used a black pen to make line borders and I added a

few flowers.

supplies for all three layouts: cardstock, Worldwin • patterned paper, Scenic Route • ink, Tsukineko •
stamps, Gel-A-Tins • embellishments, Sakura
additional supplies for the EASY layout: embellishments, Scenic Route, SEI   

additional supplies for the DETAILED layout: embellishments, Scenic Route, Making Memories,

Autumn Leaves

additional supplies for the EXPERT layout: embellishments, Scenic Route, Autumn Leaves, 2 P’s

Snapshots by Rhonna Farrer, Michael Miller Memories, Fiskars, unknown

“I love you to the moon and back.  
-Sam McBratney-
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trash (noun) – discarded, unwanted, or worthless material or objects 
(Encarta Dictionary)

treasure (noun) – something valuable; a precious object that is either 
accumulated or hoarded (Encarta Dictionary)
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Ialways look forward to the start of garage sale season.  I love look-

ing at other people’s castoffs and finding just the right thing for my

home. Most of the time, my interesting “finds” need just a little

tweaking to make them workable for my home décor.  A coat of

paint here, some patterned paper or embellishment there, and, all

of a sudden, my garage sale find has gone from “drab” to “fab.”  

As you will see, unique “treasures” can be found in a multitude of

places – not just at garage sales and flea markets.  The next time you

go to clean out your basement, or help an elderly relative “de-clut-

ter,” discover the fun there is to be had making keepsake items for

your home, or even creating a gift for a friend or family member.

Here, 3 different crafters were asked to show their fun finds and

what they made of them:

Jennifer Stewart found an acrylic menu holder at an office supply

store.  Using patterned paper, cardstock, rub-ons and other simple

embellishments, she turned it into a gift for her mother which

showcased all of the grandchildren. What a great idea for a

Mother’s Day gift!  

Cheryl Mezzetti created a beautiful purse out of a find at a local gar-

den shop. What a beautiful way to bring spring into your home by

perching it on top of a bookcase or a mantle. Cheryl used her

innate creativity to spot this find.  She stripped the original piece

down to the chicken wire base and then “quilted” patterned papers

onto scrapper’s canvas. She then adhered it to the chicken wire.

The results are breath taking.

The last project is a metal tray that I found at a great shop called

Uncommon Objects in South Austin, TX. It is just like any old tray

that you might find at a garage sale or flea market. When I first spot-

ted it, I loved the detail around the edges.  I also thought that the

neutral cream and gold color combo would look fantastic in my

home. Just by adding a layout on top of the tray and covering it

with a piece of Plexiglas (found at the local hardware store) I easily

turned this tray into a beautiful accent for any room in my home.  

trashtreasureturning

by Kimber McGray

into

be
fo
re

after

altered vintage purse
by Cheryl Mezzetti
supplies: scrapper’s canvas, Creative Imaginations • patterned paper,
Making Memories • embellishments, Making Memories, BasicGrey,
Delta, Beacon Adhesives, unknown

See the next page for complete instructions on how to make this great altered purse.
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metal tray project
by Kimber McGray

supplies: patterned paper, We R Memory Keepers • ink, Colorbox •
embellishments, BasicGrey, 7Gypsies

altered acrylic menu holder
by Jennifer Stewart
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, Pink Martini Designs •  ink,

Colorbox • embellishments, Heidi Swapp, Li’l Davis Designs, Pink Martini
Designs, Making Memories, doodlebug, Blumenthal Lansing, Zig, Offray,
May Arts, Westrim,  Xyron, Judikins

altered acrylic menu holder

instructions:

(for each panel, do the following):

1) Choose background paper and trim to 4 x 6” (ink edges if desired).

2) Mat photo (optional) and place on background paper, trimming edges to fit

inside the frame.

3) Add any accent patterned papers to the background paper.

4) Adhere ribbon to the background paper, if desired.  

5) Slide paper/photo into photo frame.

6) Add any additional embellishments to outside of each frame (rub-ons, chipboard

letters, paper embellishments, buttons, rhinestones, ribbons).   

Tip:  It is very helpful to lay your frame on its side to adhere the embellishments.

Tip:  I used Diamond Glaze liquid adhesive on all of the external embellishments

as this holds best on the acrylic.  

metal tray project

instructions: 

1) Using 2 of the same sheets of patterned paper (with a repeating

pattern), overlap the pieces to cover the tray.

2) Adhere papers together and stitch around the edges.

3) Round corners to allow for a perfect fit.

4) Create a layout on the patterned paper background.

5) Adhere layout onto the tray with regular adhesive.

6) Custom cut a small sheet of Plexiglas (available from your local

hardware store) to fit into the tray – a small knife used with a

straight-edge works great.   

7) Adhere clear plastic “feet” to the underside of the Plexiglas to raise

it up off of the layout – this allows you to make a dimensional lay-

out and protect it at the same time.

altered vintage purse

instructions:

1) Remove all unnecessary hardware from purse. Sand and apply 3 coats of acrylic paint to the purse frame

(letting each coat dry thoroughly).

2) Using scrap paper, trace frame sections for the front, back, sides and bottom of the purse.  Cut out sections

from patterned paper.  For the front piece, cut small sections and sew the pieces onto Scrapper’s canvas.

3) Glue all pieces to the purse using a strong adhesive (such as Zip dry glue from Beacon Adhesives).  

4) Adhere jeweled brad to the flap closure and add a magnet to both the flap and the purse front.

5) Add ribbons, cheeky tag, and a ball chain to the purse handle.

62 | www.scrapbookandcards.com

We think you’ll agree that re-creating an object that may have seen better days is both fun and gratifying.  And, with today’s emphasis on both vintage
and recycled décor items, you will not only be using your inherent artistic flair, you will be trend-setting at the same time!   So, the next time you find
yourself on the “verge of a purge,” remember the old adage – one person’s trash is another person’s treasure (especially once you throw a bit of
paint and some paper into the mix).  Happy hunting! &
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Groovy Kinda Love
by Angela Urbano, Toronto, ON
supplies: patterned paper, 7Gypsies, Scenic Route, KI Memories, My Mind’s Eye, Autumn Leaves, SEI,
Michael’s • embellishments, 7Gypsies, Heidi Swapp, American Crafts, Quickutz, Making Memories
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Miserable
by Rachel Cohara, Brunswick Hills, OH
supplies: patterned paper, Rhonna Farrer • embellishments, Heidi Swapp,
Scenic Route, doodlebug, Rhonna Farrer, Making Memories, DCWV,
Sassafras Lass

Maybe Pier
by De Anna Heidmann, Whitefish Bay, WI
supplies: patterned paper, My Mind’s Eye • embellishments, JoAnne Essentials,
Creative Impressions • fonts, Creation, Futura • software, Adobe, Sterling
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Going Going Gone 
by Katrina Murphy, Peterborough, ON

supplies: patterned paper, Scrapworks • embellishments, Heidi Swapp,
BasicGrey, Autumn Leaves, Chatterbox, Ranger, Stampendous, Making

Memories, Marvy Uchida • fonts, Modern, Baskerville

An Interview with Thomas
by Barb Wong, Ottawa, ON
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, KI Memories • ink, Tsukineko • embellishments, Arctic Frog,
American Crafts
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Blanky Time
by Tina Freeman, Beloit, WI

supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, Prima • embellishments, Polar Bear Press, Prima, My Mind’s Eye,
Therm O Web, Dymo
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Playground Surprise
by Diane DiTullio, Hanover, MA
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, Scenic Route • embellishments, Scenic Route, Making Memories,
Heidi Swapp, EK Success, Zig, unknown
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Whoosh
by Sandi Minchuk, Merrillville, IN
supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, BasicGrey • ink, Ranger • embellishments, Heidi Swapp, Sharpie

Let’s Slide
by Carolyn Lontin, Highlands Ranch, CO

supplies: cardstock, DCWV • patterned paper, 7Gypsies • embellishments, 7Gypsies, Autumn Leaves, Making Memories
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Dream
by Melanie Blackburn, Orleans, ON

supplies: cardstock, Bazzill • patterned paper, 3 Bugs in a Rug • ink, Bazzill • embell-
ishments, L’il Davis, Fancy Pants, Delta  
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Upside Down
by Lisa Moorefield, Graham, NC

supplies: patterned paper, A2Z Essentials • embellishments, Fancy Pants Designs,
Making Memories, Heidi Swapp, American Crafts, unknown
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Vancouver Location
#108-2609 E.49th Avenue
Vancouver,  BC  V5S 1J9

Tel .  604.438.4101
Fax.  604.438.4102

Burnaby Location 
4415 Hast ings Street 
Burnaby,  BC  V5C 2K1
Tel .  604.299.3601
Fax.  604.299.3701

makingmemories@telus.net
www.makingmemorieswithscrapbooking.com

with scrapbooking
making memories

marketplace

Scrapbooking
and Rubberstamping Supplies

Over 4,000 square feet,
offering classes and all day crops

15 Allan Drive, Bolton 905-951-9544
www.ascrapbookersdream.com

share. inspire.

{ just cre8 }

www. justcre8.com

customizable scrapbook kits
& more
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10 Pioneer Drive, Unit 103, Kitchener, ON N2P 2A4

Tel: (519) 895-0554 • Fax: (519) 895-9097
www.thescrappingbug.com
Online shopping available

Kim JonesKim Jones

The Scrapping BugThe Scrapping Bug
Your Scrapbook ExperienceYour Scrapbook Experience

Kim Jones

The Scrapping BugThe Scrapping Bug
Your Scrapbook Experience
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online directoryonline directory

Creative Crafts and Stickers
Markham, Ontario
(905) 294-2782
www.creativecraftsandstickers.com

Embellishments & More
Whitby, ON
(416) 855-6657
www.embellishmentsandmore.com

Go Scrapping Retreats, Day Crops &
Tours
Kitchener, Ontario
(519) 569-7094
www.goscrapping.ca

Scraptivity!  - 
A Club for Scrapbooking Memories
Toronto, Ontario
(416) 239-9603 
1-877-SCRAP23 (727-2723) 
www.scraptivity.com

Scrapbooker’s Paradise
Calgary, AB
(877) MEM-8818
www.scrapbookersparadise.com

Scrap This Eh!
Brampton, ON
www.scrapthiseh.ca

Scraphoria
Oshawa, ON
www.scraphoria.ca

Just Cre8
Ontario
www.justcre8.com 

Pick of the Patch
Monthly Kit Club & Online Store
Port Coquitlam, BC 
(604) 942-4487
www.pickofthepatch.com
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Scrapbooking Products
Rubber Stamps

Classes

Shop online at www.momentsandmore.ca
or visit the studio at 77 Mayvern Cr. Richmond Hill ON

Jan MacDermaid
jan@momentsandmore.ca
905 884 8496
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directory
Endless Memories
150 Robertson Road
Ottawa, ON K2H 9S1
(613) 726-6332
www.endlessmemoriesonline.com

For Keepsakes
781-B Notre Dame PO Box 106
Embrun, ON  K0N 1W0
(613) 443-7295
creation@forkeepsakes.ca

Heather’s Stamping Haven
250 Greenbank Road
Nepean, ON  K2H 8X4
(613) 726-0030
www.heathersstamping.com

Lasting Memories
Scrapbooking Essentials
2803 Princess Street
Kingston, ON  K7P 2X1
(613) 384-6354
jan@lasting-memories.ca

Marchant Paper Memories
1187 Princess Street
Kingston, ON  K7M 3E1
(613) 542-0369
www.marchantpapermemories.com

Scrapbooking Café
5929 Jeanne D’Arc Blvd.
Orleans, ON  K1C 6V8
(613) 837-5505
www.scrapbookingcafe.ca

Scrapbooks and Smiles
469 Dundas St. W.
Trenton, ON  K8V 3S4
(613) 965-0952
www.scrapbooksandsmiles.com

Sweet Sentiments
Sommerville Plaza
6835 Hwy 62, Belleville, ON
(613) 969-8311
www.sweetsentiments.ca

Ontario - South Central

A Scrapbookers Dream
15 Allan Drive
Bolton, ON  L7E 2B5
(905) 951-9544
www.ascrapbookersdream.com

DK Scrapbook Connection
1001 Rymal Road East, Unit 9
Hamilton, ON  L8W 3B7
(905) 318-0228
kellyj@quickclic.net

Life’s Treasures
5018 51st Street
Olds, AB  T4H 1P8
(403) 556-7647
lifestreasures@telus.net

Scrap-A-Lot
9218 - 51 Ave
Edmonton, AB T6E 3L8 
(780) 944-1526
www.scrap-a-lot.ca

Scrapbooker’s Paradise
20 - 9250 Macleod Trail South,
Calgary, AB  T2J 0P5
(403) 253-4799
www.scrapbookersparadise.com

Scrapbooker’s Paradise
45 Crowfoot Terrace NW
Calgary, AB  T3G 4J8
(403) 547-8522
www.scrapbookersparadise.com

Scrapbooker’s Paradise
185 – 2004 – 50th Avenue
Red Deer, AB  T4R 3A2
(403) 314-0550
www.scrapbookersparadise.com

Scrapbooker’s Paradise
103B – 2045 Mayor Magrath Drive
Lethbridge, AB  T1K 2S2
(403) 327-2122
www.scrapbookersparadise.com

Saskatchewan

Yesterday’s Memories The Scrapbooking Co.
117-3501 8th Street East
Saskatoon, SK  S7H 0W5
(306) 249-2535
y.m@shaw.ca

Manitoba

Scrapbooking By Design
1191 Pembina Hwy.
Winnipeg, MB  R3T 2A6
(204) 269-2521
www.scrapbookingbydesign.ca

Smalltown Scrappers
Box 120
Pilot Mound, MB  R0G 1P0
(204) 825-2941
www.smalltownscrappers.com

Ontario - Eastern

Defining Moments Scrapbooking
50 Moira Street West
Belleville, ON  K8P 1S3
(613) 969-7887
www.definingmoments.ca

British Columbia

Creative Accents
79B 3rd Avenue North
Williams Lake, BC  V2G 2A3
(250) 392-3829
creativeaccents.blogspot.com

Kate's Korner Scrapbooking and More!
27128 Fraser Highway
Aldergrove, BC  V4W 3P6
(604) 607-7729
www.scrapbookingandmore.ca

Making Memories with Scrapbooking
#108 – 2609 E. 49th Avenue
Vancouver, BC  V5S 1J9
(604) 438-4101
www.makingmemorieswithscrapbooking.com

Making Memories with Scrapbooking
4415 Hastings Street
Burnaby, BC  V5C 2K1
(604) 299-3601
www.makingmemorieswithscrapbooking.com

Photo Express
100 – 22470 Dewdney Trunk Road
Maple Ridge, BC  V2X 5Z6
(604) 463-3654
www.photoexpressfotosource.ca

Remember This! Scrapbooking
2136 Cypress Street
Terrace, BC  V8G 5G3
(250) 638-6365
www.rememberthisscrapbooking.ca

Scrapbooker’s Delight
102 – 14936-32nd Avenue
Surrey, BC  V4P 3R6
(604) 536-5557
www.scrapbookersdelight.net

Scrapbooking Swede
10356 Bottom Woodlake Road
Winfield,  BC  V4V 1T9
(250) 766-2512
www.scrapbookingswede.com

She Runs With Scissors...
A Total Scrapbooking Experience
582 South Dogwood Street, Unit 3
Campbell River, BC  V9W 6R4
(250) 287-4572
www.sherunswithscissors.com

Alberta

Imagine That! Scrapbooking
49022 #1 RR80
Drayton Valley, AB
(780) 621-1649
www.itscrapbooking.com

visit these great stores for shopping, classes, advice and more…
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The Cottage Scrapbook
854 Yonge Street, Unit 5
Midland, ON  L4R 2E7
(705) 526-8855
thecottagescrapbook@bellnet.ca

The Scrap Attic
30 McKelvie Avenue
Kirkland Lake, ON  P2N 2K4
(705) 568-5463
www.thescrapattickl.com

The Scrapbook Room
7 Algoma St. E. (inside Hair We R)
Thessalon, ON  P0R 1L0
(705) 842-3132
thescrapbookroom@sympatico.ca

Ontario - Greater Toronto Area

Bizzy B’s Stamp & Scrap
2100 Bloor Street West, Suite 4
Toronto, ON  M6S 1M7
(416) 203-0433
www.bizzyb.ca

Cherished Scrapbooks
3355 The Collegeway, Unit 10
Mississauga, ON  L5L 5T3
(905) 286-1271
www.cherishedscrapbooks.com

Cherished Scrapbooks
8199 Yonge Street
Thornhill, ON  L3T 2C6
(905) 881-4544
www.cherishedscrapbooks.com

Forever Scrapbooks
29 Plains Road West
Burlington, ON  L7T 1E8
(905) 681-1985
www.foreverscrapbooks.com

JC’s Scrapbook Studio
252 Bayly Street West
Ajax, ON  L1S 3V4
(905) 231-0300
www.jcscrapbook.com

Olde Tyme Country Crafts & Studio Inc.
57 Mill Street North, Suite 102
Brampton, ON  L6X 1S9
(905) 452-1271
www.oldetymecountrycrafts.com

Pointer Gifts and Crafts
8355 Woodbine Avenue, Units 1 & 2
Markham, ON  L3R 2P4
(905) 940-8900
www.pointerscrapbooking.com

Scrapalicious Inc.
5170 Dixie Road, Unit 102
Mississauga, ON  L4W 1E3
(905) 614-0085
www.scrapalicious.ca

Two Scrapbook Friends
370 Eastbridge Blvd.
Waterloo, ON  N2K 4P1
(519) 746-6672
www.twoscrapbookfriends.com

Ontario - Central

April’s Scrapbook Studio
928 2nd Avenue East
Owen Sound, ON N4K 2H6
(519) 371-1200
scrapbookstudio@bellnet.ca

Chickadee Hollow Country Store
130 Muskoka Road South, Box 586
Gravenhurst, ON  P1P 1X2
(705) 687-4333
www.chickadeehollowcountrystore.com

Craft Nook
195 Wellington St., Unit #3
Bracebridge, ON P1L 1C2
(705) 645-6231
www.craftnookbracebridge.com

Karen’s Creations
3729 RR#2 Hwy. #6
Lion’s Head, ON  N0H 1W0
(519) 793-3649
www.kc-scrapbooking.com

Scraps of Joy
304 Dunlop Street, Bldg 1, Unit 4
Barrie, ON  L4N 7L2
(705) 726-6287
scrapsofjoy@bellnet.ca

Ontario - Northern

DAT’S Scrapbooking
513 High Street South
Thunder Bay, ON  P7B 3M1
(807) 344-7702
www.datsscrapbooking.com

O.C. Scrapbookers n’ More
3 Ottawa Avenue
Elliott Lake, ON P5A 2J8
(705) 848-9595
www.scrapaholics.ca

Sandy’s Scrapbooking
120 Durham Street
Sudbury, ON  P3E 2M7
(866) 366-6741
www.sandysscrapbooking.com

Scrapbooking @ Photo Metro
191 Lakeshore Drive
North Bay, ON  P1A 2B4
(705) 472-9311
www.photometro.ca

Herrschners Scrapbooking & Crafts
1486 Victoria Street N., Unit 5
Kitchener, ON  N2B 3E2
(866) 265-4648
www.herrschners.ca
www.paperwishes.ca

Learning Factory
175 Lynden Road, Unit 10
Brantford, ON  N3T 5L8
(519) 756-7550
www.learningfactory.ca

Nana’s Attic
333 Waterloo Street, Unit 1
New Hamburg, ON  N3A 1S6
(519) 662-6200
nanasattic@bellnet.ca

Picture Perfect – 
Your Scrapbooking Superstore
1175 Stone Church Road East
Hamilton, ON  L8W 2C6
(905) 318-1233
www.pictureperfectstore.com

Scrapbook Central @ The Camera Place
111 Fourth Avenue 
Ridley Square Plaza
St. Catharines, ON  L2S 3P5
(905) 688-3747
www.cameraplaceniagara.com

Scrapping Turtle
1441 King Street North
St. Jacobs, ON  N0B 2N0
(519) 664-3951
www.scrappingturtle.com

Simply Scrapping Inc.
927 King Street East, Unit 105
Cambridge, ON  N3H 3P4
(519) 650-6006
www.simplyscrapping.ca

Scrappin’ Parlour
12 Arthur Street South
Elmira, ON  N3B 2M5
(519) 669-4664
www.scrappinparlour.com

The Memory Keeper
1119 Fennell Avenue East
Hamilton, ON  L8T 1S2
(905) 318-4897
www.discountscrapbooksupplies.com

The Scrapbook Studio
Georgetown, ON
(905) 702-8140
www.scrapbookstudio.ca

The Scrapping Bug
10 Pioneer Drive, Unit 103
Kitchener, ON  N2P 2A4
(519) 895-0554
www.thescrappingbug.com

visit these great stores for shopping, classes, advice and more…directory
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Québec

La Cour à Scrap...booking!
87 Boul. St. Luc, Suite 24
St.-Jean-sur-Richelieu, QC J2W 1E2
(450) 515-7845
www.lacourascrapbooking.com

Scrapbook Obsession
103 – 400 Dubois Street
St. Eustache, QC  J7P 4W9
(450) 735-4601
www.scrapbookobsessioninc.com

Scrapbook Quebec
3233 Jean-Beraud
Laval, PQ  H7T 2L2
(450) 973-3373
www.scrapbookquebec.com

Scrapbooking Cafe
370 blv Greber
Gatineau, Quebec  J8T 5R6
(819) 246-5500
www.scrapbookingcafe.ca

Nova Scotia

The Cutting Garden
117 Kearney Lake Road, #10
Halifax, NS B3M 4N9
(902) 444-3739
www.thecuttinggarden.ca

The Scrapbook Depot
174 Provost Street
New Glasgow, NS  B2H 2R1
(902) 695-3006
thescrapbookdepot@hotmail.com

New Brunswick

Luv to Scrap
330 George St.
Miramichi, NB E1V 2R9
(506) 622-5579
jennyd@nbnet.ca

The Scrap Shack
97 Lawson Avenue
Riverview, NB  E1B 4B7
(506) 384-2767
www.scrapshack.ca

First Choice Trophies & Scrapbooking
160 Wallace Avenue South
Listowel, ON  N4W 1X9
(519) 291-2081
firstchoice@wightman.ca

Keepsake Cottage
43 West Street
Goderich, ON  N7A 2K5
(519) 524-2992
info@keepsakecottage.ca

Keepsake Cottage
379 Huron Street
Stratford, ON  N5A 5T6
(519) 275-2840
moreinfo@keepsakecottage.ca

Memories on Main Street
2519A Main Street (Lambeth) 
PO Box 203
London, ON  N6P 1P9
(866) 971-8300
www.memoriesonmainst.ca

Scrap Therapy
301 - 3090 Dougall Avenue
Windsor, ON  N8W 4B1
(519) 972-8822
www.scraptherapy.ca

Scrapaholics….A Healthy Habit
22494 Adelaide Road
Mt. Brydges, ON  N0L 1W0
(519) 264-3206
www.scrapaholics.info

Scrapaholics Anonymous
309 10th Street
Hanover, ON  N4N 1P1
(519) 364-0029
sisters@happyscrapaholics.com

Scrapbook Studio Inc.
1890 Hyde Park Road
London, ON  N6H 5L9
(519) 474-2665
info@scrapbookplus.com

Scrapping Notions
101 Queen Street East
St. Marys, ON  N4X 1C3
(519) 284-9990
scrappingnotions@on.aibn.com

The Memory Mill
81 Woodvale Drive
Dorchester, ON   N0L 1G3
(519) 268-0931
www.thememorymill.com

The Paper Pickle Company
44 Fourth Street
Chatham, ON  N7M 2G2
(519) 351-5220
www.paperpickle.ca

Scrapbook Emporium Inc.
3 - 133 Taunton Road West
Oshawa, ON  L1G 3T4
(905) 721-0183
www.scrapbookemporium.ca

Scrapbook Moments & More
77 Mayvern Cr. (Bathurst & Carrville)
Richmond Hill, ON  L4C 5J6
(905) 884-8496
www.momentsandmore.ca

Scrapbook Paradise
150A Mill Street
Milton, ON  L9T 1S2
(905) 691-2265
scrapbookparadise@sympatico.ca

Scrapbooks By Design
1783 Queen Street East
Toronto, ON  M4L 3Y5
(416) 690-7447
www.scrapbooksbydesign.ca

Scraps & Scribbles
4155 Fairview Street, Unit 20
Burlington, ON L7L 2A4
(905) 637-7737
www.scrapsandscribbles.com

The Workshop
100 Ringwood Drive, Unit 22
Stouffville, ON  L4A 1A9
(905) 642-1742
contact@sandysworkshop.ca

Unique Pages
2892 Lakeshore Blvd. West
Toronto, ON  M8V 1J2
(416) 251-2892
www.uniquepages.ca

Urban Scrapyard
802 Eglinton Avenue East
Toronto, ON  M4G 2L1
(416) 424-2802
www.urbanscrapyard.com

Ontario - South Western

All About Scrapbooks
22-24 Kent Street
Woodstock, On N4S 8L5
(519) 533-1500
www.allaboutscrapbooks.ca

Crop ‘til You Drop Scrapbooking
31 McNaughton Avenue
Wallaceburg, ON  N8A 1R7
(519) 627-2500
www.croptilyoudrop.ca

Essex Home Hardware’s Scrapbook Alley
47 Wilson Avenue
Essex, ON  N8M 2L9
(519) 776-4646
fynbo6@hotmail.com

visit these great stores for shopping, classes, advice and more…
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what’snext…

“o” is for “organizing”

the latest and greatest in cameras, printers and more...

host an adorable party for a little pirate or princess

CSCFK update – don’t miss our special announcement!

your words, your way – part 2 of our 4 part series on journaling

our next designer’s challenge!

the golden rule of photography

Those Lazy, Hazy, Crazy Days of Summer
by Susan Coish, Moncton, NB
supplies: cardstock, unknown • patterned paper, SEI • embellishments, Craf-T Products, Staedtler, Zsiage • font, Marketing Script 

Our next issue ... summer ‘07
Take a sneak peek at what’s inside!
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